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Today, we live in a world of ‘information overload’ which demands high level of knowledge-based work. How-
ever, advances in computer hardware and software have opened possibilities to automate ‘routine cognitive
tasks’ for knowledge processing. Engineering intelligent software systems that can process large data sets
using unstructured commands and subtle judgments and have the ability to learn ‘on the fly’ are a significant
step towards automation of knowledge work. The applications of this technology for high throughput genomic
analysis, database updating, reporting clinically significant variants, and diagnostic imaging purposes are
explored using case studies.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).

1. Background

2008 was a landmark year in the history of human genomics re-
search, when the pace of advances in genome sequencing technology
exceededMoore's Law (Mardis, 2011). Thiswas the beginning of ‘disrup-
tive technology’ in the context of furthering our understanding about the
basis of being human. Since then, genomic science has never looked back,
and every day scientists around theworldmakenewdents in furthering
this discipline. However, these advances are not exempt from impeding
and ever evolving questions, which may call for a paradigm shift.

Several notable advancements in human genomics were made dur-
ing the last decade, primarily in the area of improving DNA sequencing
methods to significantly reduce run time (Tucker et al., 2009), increase
accuracy of reads (Quail et al., 2012) and decrease cost towards
sequencing 1 million base pairs (Liu et al., 2012). In the current and
coming decade however, the major challenges would involve develop-
ing technologies that utilize the glut of data output from these sequenc-
ing platforms towards actionable insights.

On a high level, these future technologies will have to address core
knowledge work activities encompassing everything from retrieving,
storing, organizing, evaluating, and analyzing data to presenting
aggregated information in the form of usable facts. This will under-
score the beginning of an era when automation of knowledge work
will change the pace of genomic research.

2. Automation of knowledge work

Why think about automation of knowledge work? Because, in
today's rapidly moving world, many processes in diverse areas are
already getting automated. To name a few, ATMs, credit cards, air
traffic control, self-serve airline reservation systems, tasks such as
taking deposits and checking customers out of a grocery store and
many other manufacturing and transaction work are now automat-
ed (Manyika et al., 2013). Currently available intelligent personal
assistants such as Apple's Siri 9 http://www.apple.com/ios/siri/ and
Google Now http://www.google.com/landing/now/ are best exam-
ples of automated technologies in administrative support roles. Siri
allows user to use voice to send messages, schedule meetings,
place phone calls etc. It understands what we say, knows what we
mean and even talks back. Google Now works in background and
gives the right information at the right time. It gives weather infor-
mation, plans the best route to avoid traffic, checks the favorite
team's score when they are playing and much more. However,
these applications work mainly as decision support tools on the
basis of functionalities like search, analysis, sense-making and rec-
ommendation. Thus, these are examples of automating tasks that
are routine or laborious and of value. Automation of routine knowl-
edge work also offers a premise of anywhere access to intelligent
and expert tools to support non-experts. There is still a significant
gap to unite technology, information and human ability to under-
stand and utilize the generated data, in a unified platform. We are
yet to begin automating tasks that are custom, need significant
common sense or contextual knowledge and are built on human
relationship skills.
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Healthcare andbiomedical industry are themost important domains
where rapid advances in second generation automation of knowledge
work may have significant impact. At the same time, as there are very
few routine tasks in biomedical or healthcare industry compared to
others, it will also be a challenging feat to achieve. Specifically in the
context of genomic research, automation of complex workflow tasks,
coupled with the ability to make specified autonomous decisions, can
advance this scientific field by conferring unprecedented productivity
where it is most required. With the technologies like high throughput
screening (HTS) and next generation sequencing (NGS), a massive
amount of biological data is getting generated. HTS can quickly conduct
a large number of pharmacological, chemical or genetic tests, Next
generation sequencers can sequence RNA transcriptomes to deliver
extraordinary, high definition views of transcript sequence, SNP haplo-
types, rare variants, splicing, exon boundaries and RNA editing (Toma
et al., 2011). To keep pace with massive speed and data overload of
these systems, we need the technologies to swiftly sift through already
known facts, and use this information to ‘identify’ as well as ‘tag’ genes,
antibodies or active compounds of importance in real time data. To
accomplish such varied and complex tasks, knowledge work automa-
tion will have to steer clear of the pattern followed by evolution of
factory automation and insteadpaveway for intelligent software and al-
gorithms that have the ability to ‘learn on the fly’.

2.1. Intelligent software and algorithms: the pillars of automation of
knowledge work

Artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms have benefited fields such as
law and financial services by knowledge work automation. These
algorithms are able to parse multiple news stories, financial announce-
ments, and press releases, make decisions regarding their trading rele-
vance, and then act on it faster than any other human trader (Manyika
et al., 2013). Similarly machine learning is best in complex analytics.
Machine learning techniques such as deep learning and neural net-
works are fundamental implementers of knowledge work automation.
Large amounts of time are spent in literature search in life science do-
main. To reduce the time required to extract the needed information
from the articles, several methods for automated knowledge extraction
are being developed; to cull information from biomedical literature,
based on syntax trees and natural language processing. One such exam-
ple is SENNA ‘Semantic Extraction using a Neural Network Architecture’
which uses semantic labeling of relation using verb-candidates
(Barnickel et al., 2009). Similarly, robust engines for analyzing and
managing unstructured data by using statistical methods such as latent
semantic indexing (LSI), Bayesian modeling and neural network
approaches are also being developed to augment automation of
knowledge work (Chen et al., 2013).

2.2. Automation of knowledge work: a case study of genomics literature
annotation

The literature in the field of genomics is increasing greatly with each
passing day. The volume of new literature each year, measured in bytes,
is about fifty times the size of the entire human genome. But locked in
this literature is an enormous amount of information that can tell us
much about the structure and function of genes, proteins, cells and
organisms how they work as well as how they can fail. To make full
use of information contained in such studies for diagnostic and prognos-
tic purposes, it is imperative that significant findings be annotated to
generate a rich database of biological entities and relationships.

Automation for capturing information from genomics studies is
pertinent given the rapid increase in the rate of publication, as reflected
in the growth in the contents of PubMed/MEDLINE, coupled with the
exponential and multitude of data to be captured in each study; due
to high-throughput genomic assays, which evaluate hundreds of
genes and mutations in larger populations than before.

The problem of tagging all new genomic variants identified in re-
search publications for inherited genetic disorders is a significant barrier
to advancing the use of this information to generate clinically relevant
knowledge. Among solutions to this is Optra Bio-NLP, a web-based au-
tomated annotation system for scientific biomedical English language
text. The tool is aimed at identifying genes/variant and disease of inter-
est using a context specific analysis of PubMed abstracts. Optra Bio-NLP
will make an intensive use of standard bio-medical ontologies and
directories which encode knowledge, to identify relevant entities in
several parts of the text. With the use of Technology and Computing
Strength, the similarity algorithm would be programmed to create a
map of relations/concepts between the bio-medical entities (e.g.:
gene/variant/disease/clinical phenotype). If such correlation is found,
which our R and D team feels is quite logical, each of the bio-medical
entity can be further queried for its ontological structures or to retrieve
relevant scientific texts citied in NCBI PubMed. The output of the system
would be a robust database of scientific annotations. Information thus
generated can auto-populate legacy database with genes, variants,
haplotypes and also related diseases or symptoms.

New knowledgebase built with this automated approach will sup-
port evidence based variant classification and allow easy interpretation
of biologically coherent relationships between clinical phenotypes and
causative pathogenicmutations. Further, clinical researchers and genet-
icist will be equippedwith highly significant genotype–phenotype data,
to use towards developing new assays, chips and tests for novel disease
causing variants for prenatal diagnostics. Finally, in the near future, it
may also contribute significantly for generating personalized risk re-
ports for prenatal screening and counseling. Thus automation of this
complex process will reduce thework of a clinical researcher, physician
and consulting doctor and might eventually prove an efficient tool for
clinical applications in personalized medicine. Modern genetic diagnos-
tic companies wanting to develop patented carrier testing platform for
inherited disorders can utilize the annotated information to create
reference genome assemblies, verify reads of high throughput sequenc-
ing and use evidence based variant classification for generating person-
alized risk reports for prenatal screening and counseling.

Thus using the strength of natural language processing, machine
learning and semantics to generate a computerized analysis of possible
annotations from scientific abstracts, Optra Bio-NLP will assist in turn-
ing information into knowledge by tagging, classifying and discovering
new knowledge (Fig. 1).

2.3. Automation of knowledge work: a case study of medical imaging

Another potential area where automation of intelligent knowledge
work will prove significant is medical imaging in pathology and disease
diagnosis. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) and fluorescent in situ hybrid-
ization (FISH) are the twomain stainingmethods used in the pathology.
Examination of the microscopic slides is the crucial part in pathology
which decides the power of the test. If the microscope slide analysis is
made automated it will relieve the human eye and might reduce
human errors and will improve the power of pathological tests. Optra
Health has developed unique software platforms which can detect, de-
marcate and annotate ‘region of interest’, benign versusmalignant cells,
or abnormal cells in tissue slides, which can lead to unbiased and speedy
diagnosis. Using image informatics, these applications can capture
image data from various diagnostic instruments likemicroscopes, tissue
slide scanners, Fluorescence and 2D/3D gel scanners, CT,MRI, X-ray and
PET scanners. The application can also mine image data from analytical
instruments like high content screening, proteomic and functional ge-
nomics platform. All images can be annotated with metadata, and ana-
lyzed using intelligent algorithms for single or batch processing. Thus,
using automation to process clinical, pathological, genomic and proteo-
mic signature data, physicians can integrate all patient specific data to
evaluate the disease/condition in a holistic manner, bringing new
hope for better and more targeted and personalized treatments, which
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